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Primary 4 have been doing a topic on the Rainforest. They 

found out about paper waste and how it affects the 

Rainforest.

   P4 said they had lots of fun doing animal art . They 

made birds , lions , tigers , leopards and snakes . They 

watched movies and learnt how to keep the air clean .

   They learnt about the different layers of the 

Rainforest : Snakes and bugs in the understory , frogs 

and monkeys in the canopy , and birds in the 

emergent layer .

   They also learnt about food chains and food . Some 

of the products of the Rainforest are , cocoa beans , 

coffee beans , brazil nuts , hazel nuts , sugar , spices , 

rubber and medicine . Primary 4 made leaflets about 

the amazing Rainforest food .

   Primary 4 really enjoyed their topic on the Rainforest and 

said it was really fun!

 

 

Primary 4 Rainforest Topic
By Lauren and Rachel
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Lucy- P1

Roan- P1

Mathew- P2

Lachlan- P3

Fraser- P4

James- P5

Lila- P6

Lucy- P7



Bonaly Invaded by Romans!
By Eilidh 

Primary 3 recently finished their topic on Romans. 

Some of the fun activities they did were making 

Roman shields, dressing up as Romans and eating 

Roman food. The shields were on display at the 

front of the school, you might of seen them! Here is 

what they thought about the topic:

   "I found Romans very interesting. We learnt it by 

watching videos, movies and slideshows and even 

going on a Roman picnic! It was a very fun topic 

and the Romans were cool to learn about."

-McKinley 

   After their topic, P3 did an assembly on the 

Romans. They finished with a song about 

everything Roman and marching Romans!!

 

On Monday the 5th of  November the whole school went down to Colinton 

Parish Church for a remembrance Service. The service was held by the House 

Captains and Rev Gayle Taylor. To begin, Mrs Miller lit a candle followed by a 

song about remembering special things and people. 

   To mark 100 years since WW1 ended we had a soldier come in to read a poem. 

Once these words were spoken another soldier played 'The Last Post' on the 

bugle and then we had a one minute silence. Once this had finished the House 

Captains read poems and information about WW1. 

   Remembrance Day was on the 11th day of the 11th Month and we have a two  

minute silence at 11:00 to remember everyone who's lives were affected by the 

war. We wear poppies as a sign of remembrance, as after the war poppies 

began to grow in the fields.

Remembrance Service
By Lucy



By Euan, Daniel, Joe and Anna. 

The Improvinator

At Bonaly Primary School, one 

of the kids isn't challenging 

himself and is not improving.

Out of the shadows the 

Improvinator comes to save the 

day.

"You need to start trying your 

best!" said the Improvinator. 

"But it's hard!" moans the kid.

Then the Improvinator uses 

his special green lasers to 

make the boy challenge 

himself.

The next day the kid looks at 

the easy worksheet but takes 

the challenge one!

"Yipee!" Shouts the kid. He got 

all of the questions right!

Learning Powers 
At Bonaly we have Learning Powers to help us with our learning and to help us be the 

best we can. Here is a short comic strip to remind us 'The Improvinator' is always there 

to help us improve!



Shadow and Reflection
By Lauren and Kaylie

Primary 5 are doing a science topic on shadow and reflection. They are finding 

out how shadows and reflections are created in lots of fun ways.

   "We were learning how shadows were made by watching viseos and playing 

games. I find it interesting because we are learning new things. It id a fun topic."

-Holly 

Achievements at Bonaly
Bonaly is full of talented pupils. Be sure to check out 

the achievement trees! Here are some of the most 

recent achievements!

 

 

Kaylie, Katie and Lauren in 7B raised £90 for Cancer research by 

doing a bake sale!

Olive in 7B got her green belt for Tae-kwon-do!

Lots of people in Bonaly got into the Gang show!

Max, Kealan and Calum in 7B came 18/37 in a long distance relay 

race!

Brilliant Benmore!
By Olive, Anna and Lauren 

On the 24th of September Primary 7 went to Benmore. When they first arrived 

they were shown around then got straight into one of their amazing activities. The 

activities they did were: Gorge walking, Forest Walking, Ropes, Biking, 

Orienteering and Caving. They were provided with yummy meals and stayed in 

lovely dorms. 

   Benmore was a great week and primary 7 Made loads of new friends. After a day 

fun a evening activity was held. This ranged from a movie to a night walk!

   It wasn't just the kids that loved it, the adults had lots of fun too!

   The instructors were really nice and here is what some people have to say about 

Benmore.

   "Benmore was fantastic and it's a great experience, I enjoyed it so much. It had  

great food and big dorms it also had some amazing activities and a tuck shop!"

-Olive

When they got back from Benmore the fun didn't stop. The primary 7's did a 

Benmore assembly and made leaflets to advertise Benmore.
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